
Dear Kathy Cunningham, 	 4/10/92 

Thanks for the t oughtfulness of the SASE. 

Because at 79 I have many illnesses and am of limited nobility it is not now 

possible for me to locate and go over the results of the =4 testing that 1 got but 

you can get them at less than my coat would be. 

I filed against both the FBI and ERDA, formerly AEC and now I think Department of 

Energy, Germantown, Md. As I'd hoped, &IDA did not want to be iniiolved in the court 

case so they just packed up what they had, at least all they admit having, and turned it 

over. The man who handed it may still be general counsel. As I denember the name it is 

Bertram Schurr. If not that, close. 

The recods given to me &were just a large stack, not broken down or organzied, 

so you'll have to go over all of them to get what you want. 

You may not want what might be more costly, pictures of the paraffin casts. 

Once records are released under. FOIL anyone can get theth. 

It is a good idea to put FOIL request on the envelope. 

I do not know what your project is and there is no need to tell me, although when 

you are finished I will be interested. If I knew perhaps there might be something that 

could help you in what I've written. So, I'll enclose a list. 

There are more fantasies about George De hohrenschidlt than hairs on some dogs. I do 

not believe that he was specially hired by Brown Root, LBJ's moneybags, certainly not 

in any "upper executive capacity." And before long he flipped out. 

You are wise to want a second source but among the so-called JFK assassination 

experts two often is not enough. They make so muchliup out of nothing and then distribute 

it to those who do not have the know/edge or experience to question them. 

FBI Lab SA Francis Gallagher controlled the tests in which you are interested. They 

were at Oak Ridge. I never made any request of Oak Ridge. You might want to. 

Good luck and besr-Wishes, 

7t417/6V 
harold Weisber 



April 6, 1992 

Kathleen A. Cunningham 
500 SE 49th Avenue 
Ocala, Florida 32671-3352 

1 
ir. Harold Weisberg 
4Route 12 
01d Receiver Road 
:Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

I am sure you get hundreds of requests for information every-
day,-so I would not have contacted you if I could find this in-
formation through another source. 

1 I have your books, & saw in the back of POST MORTEM the paper-
work on your own FOIA law suit for the results of NAA on the 
iparaffin casts of Lee Harvey Oswald. My research associate and I 
have been trying to find the actual results of those tests. I 
shave enclosed a self addressed stamped envelope, and will gladly 
;pay any costs that you must incur. as a result of this request. 

We specifically need the actual breakdown (barium, antimony, 
,etc.) with their values, for each cast. 

It has just occurred to me that perhaps you might be able to 
,help us with another problem we have been unable to resolve. We 
have it through one single source that George deMohrenschildt was 

'y hired in an upper executive capacity by Brown & Root, very 
shortly after the assassination. We can not find a second source 
to back this up. Letters to Brown & Root remain unanswered, we 
have been unable to obtain older copies of Standard & Poors, and 
Mr. deMohrenschildt's WHO'S WHO bio states that he worked for 

1Waldem Oil. Would you have any information which could help us' 
'determine if there is any truth to deMohrenschildt's employment 
at Brown & Root? 

Thank you so much for your assistance in these matters. Please 
Ienclose a note with any forms you.may send with an estimate of 
;the costs you have incurred, I will reimburse you promptly. 

Sincerely, 


